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The striking GW170817 event indicated that the graviton is nearly massless, since the gamma rays
emitted from the two neutron stars merging arrived almost simultaneously with the gravitational
waves. Thus, the graviton must also be massless during the inflationary and post-inflationary era,
since there is no obvious reason to believe otherwise. In this letter we shall investigate the theoretical
implications of the constraint that the graviton is massless to an Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory with
linear coupling of the scalar field to the four dimensional Gauss-Bonnet invariant. As we show, the
constraint of having gravitational wave speed of the primordial gravitational waves equal to one,
severely restricts the dynamics of the scalar field, imposing a direct constant-roll evolution on it.
Also, as we show, the spectral index of the primordial scalar perturbations for the GW170817-
compatible Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory with linear coupling is different in comparison to the
same theory with non-linear coupling. Thus the phenomenology of the model is expected to be
different, and we briefly discuss this issue too. In addition, the constant-roll condition is always
related to non-Gaussianities, thus it is interesting that the imposition of a massless graviton in
an Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory with linear coupling may lead to non-Gaussianities, so we briefly
discuss this issue too.
PACS numbers: 04.50.Kd, 95.36.+x, 98.80.-k, 98.80.Cq,11.25.-w
I. INTRODUCTION
The precision cosmology era that we live has the advantage that exist numerous observational data coming from low
redshift sources, the Cosmic Microwave Background and also from astrophysical sources. These data shape literally
our perception of the currently accelerating Universe, and alter in some cases the way we thought that the Universe
works. One of these events in the 2017 observation of gravitational waves coming from the merging of two neutron
stars, known now as the GW170817 event [1]. This event was astonishing because it provided useful information
for theoretical cosmologists, since the gamma rays arrived almost simultaneously with the gravitational waves. This
result indicated that the gravitational wave speed cT is nearly equal to that of light, that is, c
2
T ≃ 1, in natural units.
In effect, the graviton, which is the propagator and mediator of gravity, is nearly massless.
From a theoretical point of view there is no reason to believe that during the early Universe, the graviton should
have different mass from what it has today, therefore the implication of the GW170817 is that the graviton should
have nearly zero mass during the inflationary and post-inflationary era. This requirement has a dramatic effect for
quite a number of modified gravities describing the early Universe which predict a non-zero mass for the graviton,
since these are ruled out by the GW170817 event. For a comprehensive account on this topic see for example [2].
However, most of the fundamental modified gravities like f(R) gravity or Gauss-Bonnet gravity [3–9], still predict
a massless graviton even at the primordial era, thus are not ruled out. Nevertheless, an interesting class of modified
gravities, namely Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravities [10–42], became quite problematic, since the predicted primordial
gravitational wave speed is non-zero, thus the tensor perturbations of the primordial Universe produce results incom-
patible with the GW170817 event. In view of these problem, in some previous works [40–42] we investigated under
which conditions it is possible to obtain a massless graviton in the context of Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theories. As we
demonstrated, the requirement that c2T ≃ 1 is obtained only when the coupling function ξ(φ) of the scalar field to the
four dimensional Gauss-Bonnet invariant satisfies the differential equation ξ¨ −Hξ˙ = 0. In Refs. [41, 42] we showed
that the quoted differential equation can severely constrain the functional forms of the coupling function ξ(φ) and of
the scalar potential V (φ). As we showed, the viability of the GW170817-compatible Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet models
can be achieved if the slow-roll conditions hold true. Thus we can simultaneously obtain a viable inflationary era from
an Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory that predicts massless gravitons.
2However, in Refs. [41, 42] we did not take into account at all the case that the coupling function ξ(φ) is a linear
function of the scalar field. The purpose of this letter is to address exactly this case, and to investigate the effects
of the linear scalar coupling function on the inflationary phenomenology of the GW170817-compatible Einstein-
Gauss-Bonnet theories. As we show, it has dramatic effects, since it imposes a fixed constant-roll evolution on the
scalar field thus utterly affecting the scalar field evolution. We focus on the behavior of the spectral index of the
scalar perturbations, and we explicitly demonstrate how the linear coupling function changes it. As we show, the
phenomenology is changed in comparison to the cases that the coupling function ξ(φ) is non-linear, which we studied
in Refs. [41, 42]. This result affects many theoretical frameworks which use linear functions of the scalar field coupled
to the four dimensional Gauss-Bonnet invariant, see for example [38, 43], and also see Ref. [44] for a non-local Gauss-
Bonnet gravity theory which is equivalent to a particular potential-less Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity with linear
coupling of the scalar field to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant (for a similar study in the context of f(R) gravity see for
example [45]).
II. LINEAR COUPLING GW170817-EINSTEIN GAUSS-BONNET GRAVITY: HOW CONSTANT-ROLL
EVOLUTION FOR THE SCALAR FIELD IS IMPOSED
Let us demonstrate how the inflationary dynamics of the scalar field is affected if the GW170817 compatible
Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity has a linear coupling function ξ(φ). Let us start with the gravitational action of the
Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity, which is,
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R
2κ2
− ω
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ) − ξ(φ)G
)
, (1)
with R denoting the Ricci scalar, κ = 1
MP
being the gravitational constant with MP being the reduced Planck mass,
and V (φ) is the scalar potential. Also ξ(φ) is the coupling function to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant, which is equal to
G = RµνσρRµνσρ − 4RµνRµν + R2, where Rµν and Rµνσρ are the Ricci and Riemann curvature tensor respectively.
In addition, we shall assume a flat Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) background with line element,
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
3∑
i=1
(dxi)2 , (2)
where as usual a(t) is the scale factor of the Universe. For the flat FRW metric, the Ricci scalar and the Gauss-Bonnet
invariant take quite simple forms and these are, R = 6(2H2 + H˙) and G = 24H2(H2 + H˙) where H = a˙
a
denotes the
Hubble rate and as usual, the “dot” implies differentiation with respect to cosmic time t.
The speed of the cosmological tensor perturbations for an Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory is not equal to that of
light, but it is equal to [10]
c2T = 1−
Qf
2Qt
, (3)
where Qf = 16(ξ¨ − Hξ˙), Qt = 1κ2 − 8ξ˙H . Thus in order to comply with the GW170817 results, by imposing the
condition c2T = 1, a constraint which would make the gravitational wave speed equal to unity in natural units, and
equal to that of the speed of light, this leads to the constraint Qf = 0, or equivalently, to the differential equation,
ξ¨ = Hξ˙ , (4)
which must be satisfied by the coupling function. Thus by expressing the cosmic time derivatives with respect to the
scalar field, by using d
dt
= φ˙ d
dφ
, we have ξ˙ = ξ′φ˙ and thus we can rewrite the differential equation (4) as follows,
ξ′′φ˙2 + ξ′φ¨ = Hξ′φ˙ . (5)
Let us now get to the core of this work, which is based on the choice of a linear coupling function, namely,
ξ(φ) = c1κφ , (6)
where c1 is a dimensionless constant. Thus, for the linear coupling choice, the term containing ξ
′′ is eliminated from
Eq. (5), thus by substituting ξ(φ) from Eq. (6) in Eq. (5) we get,
φ¨ = Hφ˙ . (7)
3The above condition describes an exact constant-roll evolution for the scalar field, and in fact with a very specific
rate. Let us see how this affects the inflationary phenomenology of the GW170817 Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory
with linear coupling. To this end, let us recall the definition of the slow-roll indices for the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
theory [10],
ǫ1 = − H˙
H2
ǫ2 =
φ¨
Hφ˙
ǫ4 =
E˙
2HE
ǫ5 =
Qa
2HQt
ǫ6 =
Q˙t
2HQt
, (8)
with Qa = −8c1κφ˙H2 and E = ωκ2 +
3Q2
a
2Qtκ2φ˙2
. By using Eq. (7) and substituting it in the slow-roll ǫ2 in Eq. (8) we
get ǫ2 = 1. This condition can affect significantly the inflationary phenomenology of Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory
as we now show. We shall mainly focus on the spectral index of the primordial scalar curvature perturbations, since
this observable will be mainly affected by the constant-roll condition (7). Let us recall how the spectral index can be
extracted from the scalar curvature perturbations, and following [10], the calculation of the power spectrum results
to the following expression for the parameter z,
z′′
z
= a2cH
2
c (1 + ǫ1 + ǫ2 + ǫ4)(2 + ǫ2 + ǫ4) + a
2H(ǫ˙1 + ǫ˙2 + ǫ˙4) (9)
− 2a2cHc
(
3
2
+ ǫ1 + ǫ2 + ǫ4
)
ǫ˙5
1 + ǫ5
− a
2ǫ¨5
1 + ǫ5
+
2a2ǫ˙2
5
(1 + ǫ5)2
,
where z is defined as follows,
z =
a
(1 + ǫ3)H
√
E , (10)
with a being the scale factor, and the parameter E was defined previously below Eq. (8). Also ac and Hc denote the
scale factor and the Hubble rate exactly at the first horizon crossing time instance, respectively, and furthermore all
the slow-roll indices have to be evaluated at the first horizon crossing time instance. As it was shown in Ref. [46], by
making use of the Karamata’s theorem we can write,
η = − 1
acHc
1
1− ǫ1 . (11)
where η is the conformal time, and recall that ac and Hc denote the scale factor and the Hubble rate exactly at the
first horizon crossing time instance. Thus, by making use of Eq. (11) in conjunction with the fact that ǫ2 = 1, and by
assuming that the rest of the slow-roll indices and their derivatives satisfy the slow-roll conditions ǫi ≪ 1 and ǫ˙i ≪ 1
with i = 1, 4, 5, 6, we obtain the following expression from Eq. (9),
z′′
z
=
ns
η2
=
1
η2
1
(1− ǫ1)2 (2 + ǫ1 + ǫ4) (3 + ǫ4) , (12)
with the parameter ns being defined in the following way,
ns =
1
(1 − ǫ1)2
1
(1− ǫ1)2 (2 + ǫ1 + ǫ4) (3 + ǫ4) , (13)
and ns should not be confused with the spectral index nS . By using the fact that we assumed ǫi ≪ 1, the expression
for ns given in Eq. (13) can be further simplified by keeping only linear order terms in terms of the slow-roll indices,
as follows,
ns =
1
(1− ǫ1)2 (6 + 3ǫ1 − 5ǫ3 + 5ǫ4) . (14)
The definition of the spectral index nS in terms of the parameter ns is [3, 10],
nS = 4−
√
4ns + 1 . (15)
Hence, by substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (15) we obtain the following expression for the spectral index of the scalar
primordial perturbations,
nS = 4−
√
25 + 10(ǫ1 + 2ǫ4)
1− ǫ1 , (16)
4so by setting x = ǫ1+2ǫ4 and since ǫ1 ≪ 1 and ǫ4 ≪ 1, this means that x≪ 1, therefore by expanding (16) for x≪ 1
we get,
nS ≃ 5ǫ1 + 2ǫ4 + 1
ǫ1 − 1 . (17)
so by further expanding the above for ǫ1 ≪ 1 and by keeping linear terms containing the slow-roll indices in the final
expressions, we obtain at leading order,
nS ≃ −1− 6ǫ1 − 2ǫ4 . (18)
Therefore, it is apparent from the above that the resulting phenomenology for an GW170817-compatible Einstein-
Gauss-Bonnet theory with a linear coupling is quite different from the resulting phenomenology of the same theories
with non-linear coupling, in which case the spectral index is equal to [10, 41, 42],
nS = 1− 4ǫ1 − 2ǫ2 − ǫ4 . (19)
This result may cast some doubt on the phenomenology of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet models with linear coupling
function, since in order to obtain a viable phenomenology it is required that ǫ1 < 0 and ǫ1 ∼ O(10−1). However, the
Planck data [47] constrain ǫ1 to be of the order ǫ1 ∼ O(10−3). The Planck results however are based on single scalar
field cosmology, so the viability of the GW170817-compatible Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory with linear coupling must
be checked explicitly, a task we aim to address comprehensively in the near future. The resulting phenomenology may
be possibly affected by the presence of the scalar field potential and our study covers many Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
theories appearing in the literature with linear coupling, see for example [38, 43].
Another important class of theories covered by our study, is that of non-local Gauss-Bonnet gravities [44], in which
case the gravitational action is,
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R
2κ2
− κ
2
2ω
G−1G
)
, (20)
where again R is the Ricci scalar, κ = 1
MP
and G = R2 − 4RµνRµν + RµνσρRµνσρ. This gravitational action
corresponds to a non-local Gauss-Bonnet gravity, which as was shown in Ref. [44], corresponds to the following
Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory with linear coupling,
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R
2κ2
− ω
2κ2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ+ φG
)
, (21)
which can be obtained from the non-local action by using the transformation φ = −κ2
ω

−1G. In this case, the scalar
potential is absent and the scalar field itself is dimensionless, in contrast to the previous gravitational action studied
in this paper, namely the action of Eq. (1). The same cosmological background shall be assumed, meaning that Eq.
(2) still applies and also, the scalar field now is, due to its definition, only time dependent, exactly as assumed before.
The important characteristic is that the Gauss-Bonnet coupling still remains a linear function of the scalar field. As
a result, compatibility with the recent GW170817 can be once again restore by assuming that φ¨ = Hφ˙, hence the
constant-roll assumption is still applicable. The phenomenology of this model, which has no scalar potential, and
unusual physical dimensions for the scalar field, shall also be developed in a forthcoming work.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter we investigated the possibility of obtaining a massless graviton during the inflationary era, from
an Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory with a linear coupling of the scalar field to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant. As we
demonstrated, the implication of having gravitational wave speed c2T = 1 during the inflationary era, restricts the
dynamical evolution of the scalar field and it compels it to evolve dynamically in a constant-roll way. Accordingly
we calculated the spectral index of scalar primordial perturbations, and as we showed, the resulting expression of it
in terms of the slow-roll indices is quite different in comparison to the GW170817-compatible Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
theories with general coupling of the scalar field to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant.
In principle, the resulting phenomenology of the GW170817-compatible Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theories with linear
coupling is seriously affected, and this should be explicitly checked. The most serious problem is that the first slow-roll
index, which quantifies the fact that inflation occurs since it requires H˙ ≪ H2, must be of the order ǫ1 ∼ O(10−1)
in order to have viability with the Planck data, however, the Planck data indicate that it should be of the order
5ǫ1 ∼ O(10−3). The Planck data however are based on single scalar field inflation considerations, so in a forthcoming
work we aim to address the phenomenology of the GW170817-compatible Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theories with linear
coupling in detail.
Another issue that is worth investigating is the non-Gaussianities predicted by the GW170817-compatible Einstein-
Gauss-Bonnet theory with linear coupling. The constant-roll dynamics for the scalar field which is inherent to this
theory, is known to produce primordial non-Gaussianities [48], see also Ref. [49] for the canonical scalar field cases.
Thus it is interesting that the imposition of having a massless graviton for the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory with
linear coupling, leads to a theory that may have non-Gaussianities. Thus it is worth to pursuit this research issue
further through the prism of primordial non-Gaussianities, which we aim to perform in a near future study.
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